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Dear Sir/Madam, 

REPROPOSED CHANGES TO NATIVE VEGETATION REGUlATION REVIEW 

The NVA in Its new draft form is just as ridiculous and confusing as the original version. How much 

has it cost the taxpayer to produce this farcical document, obviously written by people who reveal 

they have no understanding of how their food is produced. The Environment Minister says she Is 

"listenlng"but the listening Is lost in the translation to the written document. The whole set of 

regulations Is a legal minefield and the big stick approach will not work with primary producers who 

PRODUCE THE FOOD YOU EAT. You cannot eat native vegetation. If this Government had any 

intestinal fortitude, it would scrap this Labor and Green driven approach and draw up a totally new 

document, sharing the responsibility for the environment EQUALLY between rural dwellers and 

urban dwellers. The environment is NOT THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PRIMARY PRODUCER ONLY. 

Farmers are generally not environmental vandals. They appreciate the part Native Vegetation plays 

In protecting their local and the whole environment and should be rewarded for their efforts in 

environmental sustainability, not punished for their actions to make a living. Trees are planted as 

windbreaks and wildlife corridors and carbon sequestration activities are carried out. These 

practices are routinely carried out without having to worry about Gestapo actions watching their 

every movement by satellite surveillance down to one square metre. Where are the invasion of 

privacy rules then 7 

Recently our local council was given an environmental grant to identify rare and remnant native 

vegetation species. This has been done- the only problem being that these trees will probably be_ 

. bulldozed shortly by the same council when they are forced to widen the existing roads to cater for 

massive wide loads of wind turbine components which will be transported along these roads. 

Another environmental farce! 

Sections of the regulations regarding clearing scrub and thinning trees by hand raise questions as to 

the safety of these operations- given that the average age of primary producers Is 55, meaning that 

there are many older people carrying out these operations without the safety of a heavy machine. 

Where are the OH&S and associated Workcover requirements to protect these people? To then be 

required to leave the future regrowth to cause the same problem as before' is Incredible. 

Sticky daisy (olearia elliptlca) Is finally being recognised as an INS, but the following regrowth of 

seedlings must not be touched I They also will be NOXIOUS WEEDS.I! What sort of mentality is 

this? 

Farmers will not be dictated to in such a cavalier manner to carry out regulations prepared with 

such lack of common sense. •·• · " 
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Again I re-iterate that responsibility for the environment must be shared equally by all. To 

paraphrase the late great President John F. Kennedy, Ask not what we can force the farmer to do for 

the Environment, but ask what can WE do for the Environment" 

As you read this In your air-conditioned office, high usage fluorescent lights blazing day and night, 

computers, printers, shredders etc. on all day and left on stand-by all-night, travelling to and from 

work each day in an engine driven vehicle, train or plane- do you ask yourselves what is my Carbon 

Footprint? Urban residents create masses of landfill much of which will never break down. Their 

homes are ilgain air-conditioned and private vehicle usage creates much C02 also. We do not 

demand that you change your ways or rip up your concrete driveways and grow trees there as that 

would be as unrealistic as what your department is demanding of us. 

To restrict a farmer's use of freehold land which he has legally purchased, pays rates and Insurance 

on, sprays weeds on etc is nothing short of LEGALISED THEFT. If they are not permitted to use their 

land to its full potential TO GROW YOUR FOOD AND FOOD FOR AN EVER INCREASING POPULATION, 

suitable recompense should be paid. 

The NVA Regulation in its current form is still a very flawed document and unless it is scrapped or at 

least greatly modified will cost the two major parties a considerable number of votes which will go 

to minor parties at the next election. 

When the last farmer has been driven off the land because of ridiculous restrictions you will find the 

supermarkets can only supply imported foods. These foods are grown with chemicals that have 

been banned in Australia for up to 30 years, then sprayed with more chemicals or radiowaved 

before entry into this country. We won't eat it-will you? There will be no more dean, green food 

available and your department will be partly responsible. Is this the type of food you want for your 

children and grand-children.? I do not. 

If this nonsensical regulation is approved, you will again have the situation where farmers will 

suicide as has already happened with the on-going NVA and its constant threat of enforcement,. 

preventing farmers maximising their farm's potential and being unable to service their farm debts. 

Do you all really want this on your consciences (if you have one)? 

If farmers are such environmental vandals and cannot be trusted with anything to do with the 

environment, how is it that we have rare native birds all over our property and nesting near our 

house? Have you? Who Is doing the most for the environment? 

Please give this serious matter much more thought or you will be remembered as the Government 

who could have rectified the damage done by Labor's NVA, which has cost so many lives, marriages; 

family break"ups and forced sales of properties· BUT WILL THIS BE THE GOVERNMENT WHO CHOSE 

NOTTO? 

Yours faithfully, 

(name and contact details not for publication) 
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